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MUSWAY – Music Is The Way: Technology for sound enthusiasts

The slogan “TECHNIK FÜR KLANGBEGEISTERTE” (literally: “technology for sound enthusiast”) is program at MUSWAY. This becomes particularly clear when taking a closer look at the high-end hi-fi components of the power amplifiers: Highly efficient Class D technology is used, and each channel pair can also be switched to mono, which makes it particularly easy to connect subwoofers. Even more important as function, however, is the sound: in countless listening sessions, the individual components have been fine-tuned so that even the most critical listeners get their money’s worth.

High functionality combined with the highest sound quality: It does not matter whether simple factory speakers are beefed up acoustically, or whether everything is retrieved from retrofitted, higher-quality speakers with the countless control options. In the latter case, the result is of course much better. Thanks to DSP, virtually any corrections can be clearly arranged. Whether frequency correction, Q-factor, time allignment, phase shift or extensive switch configurations, the sonic non plus ultra becomes possible in the first place.

For the audiophile and masterful-sounding DSP amplifiers, the matching game partners are now also available in the form of perfectly tuned speakers and innovatively designed subwoofer systems. Thanks to the extensive range of powerful and optimally tuned sound transducers, nothing stands in the way for a complete MUSWAY sound system in your vehicle. The passionate inventors from the MUSWAY sound lab showed the same dedication and meticulousness that was celebrated during the development of the DSP amplifiers. When designing the sophisticated loudspeakers and subwoofer systems, only the finest components and innovative materials are used, which more than just pays off in the balanced and outstanding sound performance, as well as in the power delivery and longevity.
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